WALL STREET SIT DOWN - USA
(original tune & idea: Maurice Sugar, new words Peggy Seeger)

There's Wall Street here and Wall Street there
SIT DOWN, SIT DOWN!
There's Wall Street almost everywhere
SIT DOWN, SIT DOWN!

CHORUS:
SIT DOWN, JUST TAKE A SEAT
SIT DOWN AND REST YOUR FEET
SIT DOWN ON WALL STREET
SIT DOWN, SIT DOWN!

You'll find us here, you'll find us there (etc)
You'll find us sitting down everywhere (etc) (CHORUS)

When they've thrown your mortgage over the hedge
When you're down and out and close to the edge (CHORUS)

When the system leaves you out in the cold
When you've lost your job and your life's on hold (CHORUS)

When your pension's gone and your wage is cut
And the bankers tell you they're hard up (CHORUS)

When the media lie and cheat and steal
Here's how to tell them how you feel (CHORUS)

When public services get the axe
When corporations pay no tax (CHORUS)

When the rich get richer and the poor stay poor
When there's always cash for another war (CHORUS)

When they take the students grants away
When your kids are in debt till they're old and gray (CHORUS)

When they take your home and your savings too
There's only one thing left to do (CHORUS)

It's highway robbery, there's no doubt
They buy us up then sell us out (CHORUS)

When one percent is running the show
Then ninety-nine percent say no (CHORUS)

Don't get drunk, don't get high
Get together and occupy (CHORUS)
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